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ABSTRACT 
Mood contagion occurs when mood ‘spreads’ from one individual to another. This study 
investigated the effects of situational self-construal, chronic self-construal, susceptibility 
to emotional contagion and self-monitoring on participants’ change in mood after 
interacting with a confederate who displayed either a neutral or negative mood. Negative 
mood contagion was operationalized as the increase in negative mood following an 
interaction with a confederate displaying negative mood. Contrary to predictions, those 
who scored low on independence and high on self-monitoring tended to report increased 
negative mood with a neutral actor and decreased negative mood with a negative actor. 
Those who scored high on independence and self-monitoring reported increased negative 
mood with a negative actor and decreased negative mood with a neutral actor.  
 
Keywords: Negative Affect, Mood Contagion, Affective Convergence, Independence, 
Interdependence, Self-construal, Priming, Self-monitoring, Susceptibility to Mood 
Contagion 
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An Investigation of the Effects of Self-construal, Self-monitoring, and Susceptibility to 
Emotional Contagion on Negative Mood Contagion 
Implementing teams as a primary means of completing work has become a 
common practice in many organizations (Kozlowski & Bell, 2003). A team is defined as 
“two or more people who interact dynamically, interdependently and adaptively toward a 
common and valued goal” (Salas, Dickinson, Converse, & Tannenbaum, 1992, p.4). 
Given the popularity of teams in organizations, it is no surprise that a considerable 
amount of research has been dedicated to the study of the factors and processes that 
influence important team outcomes such as team effectiveness (e.g., Kozlowski & Ilgen, 
2006, for a review). Group researchers have traditionally focused on studying cognitive 
constructs that affect task-related outcomes in teams (Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006). One 
group construct that has been given less attention is affect in teams. In the organizational 
literature, affect, or emotion, is increasingly being acknowledged as a significant 
contributing factor to the performance of organizations (Sy, Côté, & Saavedra, 2005). 
Thus, the investigation of group emotion is pertinent to today’s organizations that utilize 
teams. 
Currently, there is no agreed-upon definition of group level affect (Kelly & Spoor, 
2005). However, there is some evidence that affect in groups may be a shared property in 
teams. Properties of a team that are considered ‘shared’ are those characteristics that are 
common to members of a team and are likely to emerge as a result of the experiences, 
attitudes, perceptions, values, cognitions or behaviours of team members (Klein & 
Kozlowski, 2000). One line of evidence supporting the conceptualization of group affect 
as a shared property is the finding that emotions tend to converge among team members 
over time (e.g. Ilies, Wagner, & Morgeson, 2007; Totterdell, 2000). When emotions 
between individuals interacting become congruent, affective convergence is said to have 
occurred. Affective convergence has not only been demonstrated among team members 
but also between roommates and romantic couples (Anderson, Keltner, & John, 2003).  
A number of potential mechanisms that may contribute to the convergence of 
affect in teams have been identified. One process that may explain how affective linkages 
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form in teams relates to the attraction-similarity-attrition hypothesis (Schneider, 1987), 
which suggests that people tend to be attracted to, selected into, and retained in work 
contexts composed of other individuals with similar personalities. This process is thought 
to be responsible for affective convergence not only at an organizational level but also at 
the group level (George, 1990). Additionally, group members’ affect may converge 
through general socialization processes whereby members of a team learn about a group’s 
values, norms and standards that indicate which affective reactions are deemed as 
appropriate in a given situation (George, 1990). Another mechanism that is likely to 
facilitate the convergence of affect in teams is the similarity of specific experiences 
among group members, such as the common experience of receiving feedback pertaining 
to group performance (Kelly & Spoor, 2005).  
Affective contagion is another mechanism of affective convergence and refers to 
the process whereby emotions or moods are transmitted or spread from a group member 
to other group members resulting in shared emotions or moods among group members 
(Barsade, 2002). Evidence of the transfer of positive and negative affect among members 
of teams has been demonstrated in a laboratory setting (Barsade, 2002), an experiential 
course setting (Ilies et al., 2007), and from leaders to followers, in both a lab setting (Sy 
et al., 2005) and in a field sample (Johnson, 2008). In a controlled laboratory study 
(Barsade, 2002), trained confederates were used to enact mood conditions. Individual 
group members’ moods were influenced by the mood expressed by the confederate, 
resulting in a change in mood corresponding to the confederate’s mood. The contagion or 
transfer of mood expressed by confederates to group members was verified both by self-
report measures as well as outside coders’ ratings of participants’ mood as observed in 
videotapes of study sessions. The contagion of affect has also been demonstrated in 
leader-subordinate situations (Johnson, 2008; Sy et al., 2005). For example, in a study by 
Sy et al. (2005), the contagion of leaders’ mood was shown to occur as members of teams 
reported more positive and less negative mood in groups where leaders displayed a 
positive mood as compared to conditions when leaders displayed a negative mood. The 
study of emotional contagion is relevant to teams as the influence individuals in a group 
have on one another’s emotions may be linked to important group outcomes, such as team 
performance (Barsade, 2002). In addition, emotional contagion is an interactive process 
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whereby group members influence one another, often without conscious awareness 
(Hatfield, Cacioppo & Rapson, 1992). Thus, it is important to understand the 
consequences of this process and its implications for teams in organizations.   
In order to better understand why the contagion of affect occurs, it is important to 
explore the processes underlying the process of emotional contagion in groups. A 
proposed mechanism that is believed to underpin the contagion effect involves mimicry, 
which refers to the tendency to automatically mimic and synchronize the expressions of 
others (Hatfield et al., 1992; Lipps, 1907). Mimicry is implicated in many social functions 
such as facilitating liking and rapport between interactants (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). 
The mimicry of others’ emotional expressions is believed to lead individuals to 
experience the emotion corresponding to the facial expressions displayed. A considerable 
amount of evidence has shown that an individual’s facial and postural expression can 
affect his/her own subjective feelings in that displaying a certain facial expression can 
result in the experience of emotions congruent with the expression that is being displayed 
(e.g., Adelman & Zajonc, 1989). It is thought that the display of certain facial expressions 
of emotions leads to physiological feedback resulting in the subjects’ experience of the 
emotion displayed (e.g. Larsen & Kasimatis, 1990). Individuals tend to experience the 
emotion congruent with the facial expression they are making, even when they are not 
made aware of how their facial expression relates to the emotion that is being expressed 
(e.g. a participant in an experiment might be asked to put a pencil between his or her teeth 
to unknowingly produce a smile). 
Further supporting evidence of the facilitating role of mimicry in emotional 
contagion demonstrates that individuals tend to engage in facial mimicry, or the 
mimicking of others’ facial expressions, and tend to report feeling emotions 
corresponding to the particular emotional expression displayed by others (e.g. Laird et al., 
1994; Wallbott, 1991). For example, Hess and Blairy (2001) found that participants 
mimicked the expressions they viewed in video clips when asked to decode the emotional 
expressions of people presented in the video stimuli. In addition, there was support for the 
occurrence of the emotional contagion of happiness, sadness, and anger, but not disgust. 
The occurrence of emotional contagion was evidenced by increased electrical activity of 
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the muscles in brain regions related to the specific emotions corresponding to the 
emotional displays presented in the stimuli. When the link between mimicry and 
emotional contagion was examined, a relation was found between the measure of 
electrical activity in the brain region associated with the mimicry of sad expressions and 
self-reported sadness. However, a non-significant relation was found between brain 
activity reflecting mimicry of the other three expressions (i.e. happiness, disgust, and 
anger) and self-reported measures of participants’ emotional state corresponding to the 
emotional expression they displayed.  
In another study examining the link between mimicry and affective contagion, 
Laird and colleagues (1994) found that individuals who were more susceptible to self-
produced cues were more likely to mimic characters in a video. Individuals were 
considered as highly susceptible to self-produced cues if they had a greater tendency to 
feel emotions corresponding to facial expressions that they adopted compared to other 
participants. In the experiment, participants were given instructions to either: inhibit their 
facial expressions, express naturally, or exaggerate the expression they felt like displaying 
while viewing video clips displaying happy characters. Self-reported happiness scores 
were lower in the condition that individuals were asked to inhibit their expressions 
compared to both the natural expression condition and when expressions were 
exaggerated by participants. This pattern was evident only for individuals categorized as 
responsive to self-produced cues but not for individuals considered as low in 
susceptibility to self-produced cues. Thus, the results of this study suggest that mimicry is 
required for affective contagion to occur as participants were less likely to share the 
emotion of the characters they were observing when asked to refrain from mimicking 
facial expressions. However, mimicry may be required for affective contagion only 
among individuals who are more responsive to their self-produced emotional expressions 
as this pattern was only found for participants categorized as responsive to self-produced 
cues.  
One factor that has been studied in relation to mimicry is the concept of self-
construal, which defines how people orient themselves to others and refers to the way in 
which an individual defines the self (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). Markus and Kitayama 
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(1991) introduced two types of self-construals in the literature: independent and 
interdependent self-construal. The independent construal of the self entails the belief that 
the self is a unique and bounded entity that is independent from others. In contrast, those 
who construe themselves in terms of an interdependent self-construal view themselves as 
closely connected to others and construe the self in terms of their relationships with 
others. When asked to define themselves, individuals who tend to define themselves 
using an independent self-construal are more likely to identify qualities of themselves that 
set themselves apart from others (e.g. individual personality traits, abilities) whereas 
individuals who tend to define themselves with an interdependent self-construal are more 
likely to define themselves in terms of their relationships with others (e.g. family 
members) or in terms of their membership in a group (e.g. a club, ethnicity) (Markus & 
Kitayama, 1991).  
Although one’s self-construal can be studied as a chronic, stable, individual-
difference trait, self-construals can also be induced temporarily using a priming method. 
One effective method of manipulating self-construal is known as the similar/different 
prime technique developed by Trafimow, Triandis and Goto (1991). In this technique, 
individuals are asked to describe what makes them different from their family and friends 
(independent self-construal) or what makes them similar to their family and friends 
(interdependent self-construal). Primed self-construal has been determined to influence 
cognitive processing styles (e.g. Kuhnen & Oyserman, 2002), well-being (e.g. Gardner, 
Gabriel, & Hochschild, 2002) and how individuals relate to one another such as the 
degree to which individuals cooperate with each another (Utz, 2004).  
 Interestingly, the priming of interdependent self-construals has also been reported 
to be positively related to mimicry in individuals. Van Baaren, Maddux, Chartrand, de 
Bouter and van Knippenberg (2003) found that interdependent self-construal primes 
produced more non-conscious mimicry (i.e. foot shaking or face rubbing) in an 
interaction with a confederate than did independent self-construal primes. A similar result 
was found by Hogeveen and Obhi (2011) in which priming interdependent self-construal 
led to greater non-conscious mimicry in a ball-squeezing task. 
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Although self-construal and mimicry has been studied in the context of social 
interactions, the effects of priming self-construal on the transfer of affect among members 
in a team have not been examined. Nonetheless, there is some research that suggests a 
relation between self-construal and affective contagion in teams. One relevant study by 
Ilies et al. (2007) examined the effect of individualism-collectivism on affective linkages 
in teams. The authors found high reliability in measures of state positive affect (PA) and 
negative affect (NA) at three points in time (at 8, 10 and 13 weeks) among members in 
student teams, demonstrating evidence for affective linkages in groups. Ilies et al. (2007) 
also found that individuals with collectivistic tendencies were more likely to have 
stronger affective linkages with other team members than those with individualistic 
tendencies. The strength of affective linkages was conceptualized as the predictability of 
individuals’ PA and NA scores by the average PA and NA of the other team members. 
This finding is consistent with theory pertaining to the constructs of individualism and 
collectivism as those with collectivistic tendencies tend to be more likely than people 
with individualistic tendencies to conform to their group (Triandis, 1994) and view their 
self-concept as interrelated to their group (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002). 
Given that self-construal is an important component of the individualism-collectivism 
dimension, this finding seems to be consistent with the notion that priming self-construal 
would influence the likelihood of individual members in a group to converge on affect.  
Situational Self-construal and Negative Mood Contagion 
One purpose of the present study was to test the effects of priming self-construal 
on negative mood contagion. The term ‘mood contagion’ is appropriate in the context of 
the study as the contagion of negative mood was the focus of the current investigation. 
Moods refer to relatively low intense affective states that do not have a clear cause or 
target and can be conceptualized as a general pleasant or unpleasant feeling (Nowlis, 
1965). Mood contagion refers to the process by which one’s mood becomes congruent 
with the mood displayed by another person with whom he or she is interacting. Notably, 
the process of mood contagion does not occur as a result of external circumstances such 
as collective experiences (e.g. receiving a team reward or receiving positive feedback for 
group performance). Given the complexity of the process of mood contagion, I chose to 
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observe the process in a controlled, dyadic setting. I chose not to include more 
participants within the study setting in order to ensure that participants would only be 
exposed to either negative or neutral mood and would not be unintentionally influenced 
by the expressions of mood of other participants. A confederate was used to display and 
‘spread’ negative mood to a participant primed with an interdependent or independent 
self-construal or given no prime. The extent to which a participant experienced negative 
mood contagion was operationalized as an increase in negative mood in the negative actor 
condition where the confederate displayed negative affect.  
As previously mentioned, mimicry has been deemed to be one of the underpinning 
mechanism of affective contagion. Because self-construal influences the tendency to 
mimic others’ expressions, it seems reasonable to predict a relation between self-
construal and mood contagion. Thus, given that an interdependent self-construal prime 
can induce greater mimicry, priming an interdependent self-construal may facilitate mood 
contagion through the response of participants to their mimicry of others’ facial 
expressions. 
Mimicry has been found to fulfill the role of “social glue” among individuals as it 
has been found to serve the function of building rapport, facilitating liking and 
establishing affiliation with others (Lakin, Jefferis, Cheng, & Chartrand, 2003). Thus, it is 
possible that the tendency of participants primed with an interdependent self-construal to 
engage in greater mimicry is an attempt to establish affiliation with other group members 
and may affect the degree to which participants experience negative mood contagion. 
Therefore, I predicted that participants primed with an interdependent self-construal 
would be more likely to experience negative mood contagion compared to participants 
primed with an independent self-construal or given no prime. Evidence of negative mood 
contagion will be demonstrated if participants experience an increase in negative mood 
following an interaction with an actor displaying negative affect. Thus, the following 
hypothesis was proposed:  
Hypothesis 1a. Among participants primed with an interdependent self-construal, 
participants will report an increase in negative mood whereas participants in the neutral 
actor condition will report no change in negative mood in the negative actor condition. 
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I also predicted that participants primed with an interdependent self-construal 
would be more likely to experience mood contagion compared to participants primed 
with an independent self-construal or given no prime. Thus, the following hypothesis was 
also forwarded:  
Hypothesis 1b. Among participants in the negative actor condition, participants 
primed with an interdependent self-construal will report a greater increase in negative 
mood compared to participants primed with an independent self-construal or given no 
prime. 
Stable Self-Construal, Susceptibility to Emotional Contagion, and Self-monitoring  
In the control condition where no self-construal prime is given, I expected that 
relevant individual difference variables would have an influence on negative mood 
contagion. Stable independence, stable interdependence, susceptibility to emotional 
contagion and self-monitoring were examined as individual difference factors that may 
influence negative mood contagion.  
Stable self-construal. Stable independent self-construal and stable interdependent 
self-construal were measured in the study. Recent research utilizing a random intercept 
item factor analysis suggests that independence and interdependence are both unique, bi-
dimensional constructs (Kam, Zhou, Zhang, & Ho, 2012). Thus, separate hypotheses for 
the effects of stable independence and stable interdependence were proposed.  
Given that individuals with higher stable independence tend to be focused on 
fulfilling their own goals and desires while maintaining their unique identity, individuals 
with higher stable independence may be less motivated to pay attention to others’ 
displays of affect and be less likely to mimic others’ expressions of affect compared to 
individuals low on stable independence. As a result, high independents may not be as 
susceptible to catching the mood of others. Thus, I proposed the following hypothesis 
with regards to the effects of stable independence: 
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Hypothesis 2a. Individuals who score low on independence will report a greater 
increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition compared to individuals who 
score high on independence in the negative actor condition.  
Hypothesis 2b: Individuals who score low on independence will report an 
increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition whereas low independents in 
the neutral actor condition will report no change in mood. 
On the other hand, individuals with higher stable interdependence may be more 
likely to engage in non-conscious mimicry or utilize mimicry as an affiliation strategy as 
mentioned. This tendency to engage in greater mimicry may influence the likelihood that 
high interdependents experience negative mood contagion. It may be suggested that high 
interdependents may be less inclined to express negative affect in an interpersonal context 
as individuals with an interdependent self-construal tend to focus on establishing and 
maintaining relationships with others. Thus, the expression of negative affect may not be 
deemed as appropriate among individuals with an interdependent self-construal because 
displays of negative affect interferes with the goal of maintaining harmony with others. 
However, in the study context, the confederate did not direct high-arousal negative 
emotions (e.g., anger) at the participant and instead expressed a low-arousal, unpleasant 
mood state. In this particular context, high interdependents may be inclined to utilize 
mimicry as a form of empathy as an affiliation strategy in order to relate better rapport 
with the confederate displaying negative affect. Thus, I hypothesized the following: 
Hypothesis 3a. Individuals who score high on interdependence will report a 
greater increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition compared to individuals 
low on interdependence in the negative actor condition.  
Hypothesis 3b. Individuals who score high on interdependence will report an 
increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition and no change in negative 
mood in the neutral actor condition. 
Self-monitoring. Self-monitoring refers to the degree to which individuals 
regulate their behaviour based on cues from others and their environment in order to 
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present themselves in a favourable manner (Snyder, 1974). Self-monitoring has been 
linked to non-conscious mimicry in research conducted by Cheng and Chartrand (2003). 
In their study of undergraduate students, high self-monitors were more likely to mimic 
gestures of a peer or someone superior to them than the gestures of a high-school student, 
whereas low self-monitors mimicked equally in all conditions, suggesting that high self-
monitors mimic others as an affiliation strategy to establish rapport with their interaction 
partner. In the present study, participants may be likely to desire to establish a 
relationship as participants will be working in a team with a peer. Thus, an affiliation 
motive may be high and high self-monitors may mimic others’ facial expressions to a 
greater degree than low-self monitors, and in turn, this is likely to influence the extent to 
which an individual uses others’ emotional expressions as cues for how they should 
behave and feel themselves. Thus, individuals who are higher on self-monitoring may be 
more likely to experience negative mood contagion. Thus, I proposed the following 
hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 4a. Individuals who score high on self-monitoring in the negative 
actor condition will report a greater increase in negative mood compared to individuals 
who score low in self-monitoring in the negative actor condition.  
Hypothesis 4b. Individuals who score high on self-monitoring in the negative 
actor condition will report an increase in negative mood and no change in negative mood 
in the neutral actor condition. 
Susceptibility to Emotional Contagion. Susceptibility to emotional contagion 
refers to one’s susceptibility to others’ emotions resulting from afferent feedback that 
occurs due to mimicry. Individuals have been found to differ in their susceptibility to 
emotional contagion (Doherty, 1997) and females have been found to be more susceptible 
to emotional contagion than males (Doherty, 1995). Susceptibility to emotional contagion 
has been demonstrated to be a moderator of the strength of affective linkages (Ilies et al., 
2007; Totterdell, 2000). As mentioned, in a student sample of teams, the strength of 
affective linkages was operationalized as the predictability of individual mood scores by 
average team mood scores (Ilies et al., 2007). Affective linkage strength was revealed to 
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be higher for individuals reported to have greater susceptibility to emotional contagion 
(Ilies et al., 2007). Similarly, in Totterdell’s (2000) study of cricket teams, mood linkages 
were found to be stronger for individuals who were more susceptible to emotional 
contagion. Given previous evidence that suggests that susceptibility to emotional 
contagion influences the process of affective contagion, I forward the following 
hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 5a. Individuals who score high on susceptibility to emotional 
contagion will report a greater increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition 
compared to individuals who score low on susceptibility to emotional contagion in the 
negative actor condition.  
Hypothesis 5b. Individuals who score high on susceptibility to emotional 
contagion will report an increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition and 
report no change in negative mood in the neutral actor condition. 
Method 
Study Design 
A 2 × 3 factorial experimental design was used in order to manipulate both the 
mood displayed by the confederate and participants’ situational self-construal. The two 
levels of mood displayed by the confederate were negative mood and neutral mood. The 
three levels of the self-construal prime were: independent, interdependent, and no prime. 
Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the six experimental conditions. 
Participants 
The sample was composed of undergraduate students at the University of Western 
Ontario enrolled in the introductory psychology course. Each participant completed the 
study as part of a mandatory research experience component of the course. A total of 94 
individuals participated in the study. Ten participants were excluded from the data 
analyses because they had expressed suspicion during the debriefing session that their 
partner on the task (the experimental confederate) was not in fact a participant in the 
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study. One participant in the negative actor mood condition was excluded from the 
analyses because she had expressed that she was not aware of the remarks that the 
confederate expressed which reflected a negative mood (e.g. “Let’s just get this over 
with.”). Furthermore, the participant had used an electronic dictionary to help facilitate 
communication with the confederate; thus, it is possible that this may have drawn the 
participant’s attention away from the confederate’s display of negative mood and that the 
participant did not clearly understand what the confederate was saying. Among the final 
83 participants, 38 were males and 45 were females.  
Procedure 
Upon arrival at the lab, participants were given a letter of information (see 
Appendix A) and told that they would be asked to complete sets of questionnaires as well 
as work on a bridge building task with another participant. Participants were told that, 
first, they would be asked to complete a set of questionnaires individually and that their 
partner in the experiment was in another room with another researcher. Participants were 
also made aware that they would be videotaped during a bridge building task. As required 
by the Psychology Research Ethics Board (PREB; see approval form in Appendix B) at 
the University of Western Ontario, participants were notified that their participation in the 
study was voluntary and that they could withdraw from the study at any point of the 
experiment. Participants were also told that any information they provided would remain 
confidential and accessible only to research associates of the TeamWork Lab.  
After participants signed the consent form to indicate that they had read the letter 
of information and agreed to participate, they were asked to complete a questionnaire 
package. This first set of questionnaires included both the adapted Scale of Positive and 
Negative Experience (SPANE) mood measure and the Positive and Negative Affect 
Schedule (PANAS) to obtain measures of baseline mood prior to interaction with the 
confederate. The PANAS measure can be found in Appendix C and the adapted SPANE 
measure can be found in Appendix D. Distracter items (see Appendix E) pertaining to 
participants’ personality were also included to prevent participants from determining the 
true purpose of the study.  
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Following completion of the first set of questionnaires, participants assigned to 
the independent-prime condition were asked to write up to 10 statements about 
themselves that makes them different from their family and friends. Participants in the 
interdependent-prime condition were asked to write up to 10 statements about what 
makes them similar to their family and friends. In the no-prime control condition, 
participants were not given the priming task. In all conditions, participants were left in the 
study room during this portion of the study for approximately two and a half minutes. 
Once two and a half minutes passed, the statements were collected from participants who 
completed the priming task. The instructions for the priming task for the independent 
self-construal prime can be found in Appendix F and the priming task for the 
interdependent self-construal prime can be found in Appendix G. 
Participants were then told that they would be joined by their partner once their 
partner on the task had completed their questionnaires and the experimenter left the study 
room. After approximately one minute, the confederate arrived at the lab with the 
experimenter. Participants were asked to tell each other their name. The experimenter 
then explained that the goal of task was to build the sturdiest bridge possible using the 
following materials: 2 straws, 10 toothpicks, a small ball of play-doh (25 g), a large paper 
clip, a large Post-it note, and 10 cm of masking tape. The experimenter then explained 
that there would be a brainstorming session for approximately two minutes prior to 
receiving the materials. The participant and confederate were also instructed to remain 
focused on the task and keep the conversation related to the task. The experimenter then 
turned on the cameras to begin the videotaping of the session. Two video cameras were 
used to capture the participant and confederate as best as possible. The experimenter left 
the room and told the participant and confederate she would return in two minutes or that 
they could ring the desk bell if they finished early. The experimenter then began timing 
the duration of the interaction between the confederate and participant using a stop watch. 
When the brainstorming session was complete, the stop watch was stopped by the 
experimenter and the duration of the brainstorming session was recorded. Following the 
brainstorming session, the experimenter presented the bridge building materials. The 
experimenter then told the participant and confederate that they would be given up to 20 
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minutes to work on the task but if they completed the task early, one of them could ring 
the desk bell to let the experimenter know they had completed the task. Throughout the 
bridge building task, the confederate displayed either a neutral or negative mood. The 
experimenter timed the second part of the interaction following the presentation of the 
materials and recorded the total duration of the interaction between the participant and 
confederate once the bridge was completed. 
Following the bridge building task, participants were given another set of 
questionnaires in which they answered questionnaires that measured their post-
experimental mood. Participants were also asked to rate the overall mood of their partner 
(see Appendix H). Participants also completed measures of self-monitoring (Appendix I), 
susceptibility to emotional contagion (Appendix J), stable independence (Appendix K) 
and stable interdependence (Appendix K). In addition, a manipulation check (The Twenty 
Statements Test; Appendix L) for the self-construal prime was included. Participants 
were also asked to respond to specific items indicating their perception of their partner’s 
mood (see Appendix M) and rated their perception of the extent to which their partner 
and they themselves exhibited leadership and had contributed to the task (Appendix N). 
Following the completion of this last set of questionnaires, participants were asked what 
they thought the purpose of the experiment was in order to probe for suspicion and to 
determine whether participants knew the study’s true purpose, or whether they were 
aware that a confederate was involved in the study. Participants were first asked what 
they thought the purpose of the study was and whether they had noticed anything unusual 
about their partner. Participants’ responses to these post-experimental questions were 
noted by the experimenter. The experimenter then fully debriefed participants on the 
details of the study and asked each participant not to reveal any details of the 
experimental session to anyone who may be participating in the study in the future. 
Independent Variables 
Confederate mood. A naïve male confederate was employed in the study. The 
confederate was an actor who was recruited from a drama club at King’s University 
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College affiliated with the University of Western Ontario. As mentioned, the confederate 
either displayed a neutral mood depending on the experimental mood condition.   
During the training phase, the confederate was given a script (see Appendix O) of 
possible utterances related to potential scenarios that could have been encountered during 
the task. However, given the dynamic nature of the situation, the confederate was 
required to improvise at some points during the task. To reduce the potential for variation 
in results due to what was said by the confederate in each study session, the confederate 
was instructed to make statements that were as neutral in emotion-laden content as 
possible. Instructions for enacting each mood condition were adapted from the model for 
work group mood developed by Bartel and Saavedra (2000). In the neutral mood 
condition, the confederate exhibited an expressionless face with little facial movement 
and spoke in a regular speaking pace with soft but audible volume and little inflection in 
tone or pitch. The confederate also displayed a relaxed posture with little movement in 
limbs or torso when possible. In the negative mood condition, the confederate avoided 
eye contact and exhibited a blank stare. Verbal behaviours of the confederate in this 
condition included a soft volume, slow pace while speaking and a monotone speech 
pattern. Postural behaviours included slouching, crossing of the arms and physical 
inactivity during speech. 
At the beginning of the brainstorming portion of the bridge building task, the 
confederate was instructed to kick start the interaction by saying: “Maybe we should start 
by coming up with a strategy.” In the negative mood condition, the confederate was 
instructed to make a remark expressing the desire to get the study session over with 
during the initial brainstorming session (e.g., “I just want to get this session over with.”). 
The confederate then said a variation of this line (e.g., “Let’s just get this done.”) a 
maximum of three times during the bridge building portion of the task. This line was not 
said by the confederate in the neutral mood condition. In both actor mood conditions, 
when participants expressed uncertainty about how to use one of the materials, the 
confederate made a suggestion about what to do with the material. For example, if a 
participant mentioned the paper clip and was unsure of what to do with it, the confederate 
usually said, “We could bend it." In the negative mood condition, when the participant 
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made a suggestion, the confederate did not react supportively but responded with 
uncertainty. In response to a suggestion, the confederate typically either said: “I guess”, 
“Sure, whatever”, “Sure, why not?”, or “Doesn’t really matter.” In the neutral mood 
condition, the confederate responded to suggestions made by the participant by saying 
lines similar to: “That might work.”, “We could do that.”, or “Okay”.  
Self-construal prime. Situational self-construal was manipulated experimentally 
using a version of the similar/different task created by Trafimow, Triandis and Goto 
(1991). This priming method has been demonstrated to be the most effective priming 
technique for manipulating one’s self-concept (Oyserman & Lee, 2008). In a meta-
analysis conducted by Oyserman and Lee (2008), the effect size for the similar/different 
task was the largest for self-concept-related outcome measures as compared to other 
priming manipulations.  
In the present study, an adapted version of this priming task was used. In the 
independent-prime condition, participants were asked to write up to 10 statements about 
them that makes them different from their family and friends. Participants in the 
interdependent-prime condition were asked to write up to 10 statements about what 
makes them similar to their family and friends. In the no-prime control condition, 
participants were not given the priming task. 
Individual Difference Measures 
Stable self-construal. When self-construal is primed, one type of self-construal 
may be activated and information related to the primed self-construal can be made more 
salient or accessible (Cross, Hardin, & Gercek-Swing, 2011). Furthermore, information 
regarding both types of self-construals may be available at all times (Markus & 
Kitayama, 1991). However, individuals may be inclined to use one self-construal more 
frequently and this particular self-construal may motivate their behaviour (Markus & 
Kitayama, 1991). In the present study, stable self-construal was measured to examine the 
relation between stable self-construal and the process of mood contagion. 
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The stable self-construal scale that was used in the study is an adapted version of 
the Leung and Kim (1997) self-construal scale used by Kim, Wilson, Anastasiou, 
Aleman, Oetzel and Lee (2003). The measure consists of 29 items and is measured on a 
7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) (Kim et al., 2003). The scale 
consists of 14 independent and 12 interdependent self-construal items. An example of an 
independent self-construal item is: “I act as a unique person, separate from others”. An 
example of an interdependent self-construal item is: “I would sacrifice my self-interests 
for the benefit of my group”. An exploratory factor analysis conducted by Kim et al. 
(2003) on scores of this scale revealed a two-factor solution (Kim et al., 2003). The 
independent and interdependent self-construal constructs were not related, suggesting that 
the two constructs are not polar opposite but orthogonal in nature (Kim et al., 2003). Our 
use of the measure indicated acceptable levels of internal consistency (independence α = 
.81, interdependence α =.78).  
Susceptibility to emotional contagion. Susceptibility to emotional contagion was 
assessed using an adapted 12-item unidimensional measure of susceptibility to others’ 
emotions developed by Doherty (1997). Some sample items include: “Being with a happy 
person picks me up when I’m feeling down.” and “I notice myself getting tense when I’m 
around people who are stressed out.” The scale consists of 5 points (1 = Never, 2 = 
Rarely, 3 = Usually, 4 = Often, 5 = Always) (α = .82).  
Self-monitoring. Self-monitoring was measured using an 18-item Likert scale 
(Snyder & Gangestad, 1986). A sample item from this measure is: “In different situations 
and with different people, I often act like very different persons” and an example of a 
reverse-scored item is: “I find it hard to imitate the behavior of other people”. 
Participants were asked to answer true or false to each item of the scale. A Cronbach’s α 
or KR-20 of .60 was yielded. 
Dependent Measures 
Mood. Each participant’s mood was measured at the beginning of the experiment 
prior to the interaction with the confederate (Time 1) and following the interaction with 
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the confederate (Time 2) in order to produce an index of the change in positive and 
negative mood. Mood was measured using the Positive and Negative Affect Scale 
(PANAS) for positive and negative affect (Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988). These 
scales are widely used and have been demonstrated to yield reliable scores and studies 
establishing the validity of positive affect and negative affect have been conducted 
(Crawford & Henry, 2004; Watson et al., 1988). However, using the PANAS items may 
introduce a limitation to the study as most of the items on the PANAS include high 
arousal feeling states (e.g., jittery, inspired, angry) which were not intended to be 
expressed by the confederate in the current study (Diener, Wirtz, Tov, Kim-Prieto, Choi, 
Oishi, et al., 2009). Thus, the Scale of Positive and Negative Experience (SPANE) 
(Diener, Wirtz, & Tov, et al., 2009) was adapted and also included in the study. The 
SPANE includes items that indicate feelings reflecting a broad range of arousal levels 
(e.g., contented, happy, afraid).  
A 20-item version of the PANAS was used which consisted of 10 items for the 
positive affect subscale (e.g., interested, alert, enthusiastic) and 10 items for the negative 
affect subscale (e.g., nervous, upset, hostile). The SPANE measure that was used consists 
of 6 items reflecting positive feelings (e.g., positive, good, pleasant) and 6 items 
reflecting negative feelings (e.g., negative, bad, unpleasant).  
In the original SPANE measure, participants are asked to respond based on their 
feelings in the past four weeks. However, because the mood manipulation occurred in a 
short-term context, participants were asked to respond to both PANAS and SPANE items 
by recording a number beside each item indicating the extent to which they currently felt 
the feeling described. The possible responses on both the PANAS and adapted SPANE 
measure were: 1 (very slightly or not at at all), 2 (a little), 3 (moderately), 4 (quite a bit), 
and 5 (extremely).  
Results 
Manipulation Checks 
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Situational self-construal prime. In order to determine whether the self-
construal primes were effective, an adapted version of the twenty statements test (TST) 
(Kuhn & McPartland, 1954) was administered as a manipulation check. In this task, 
participants were given a sheet with 10 blank lines on which they were asked to write the 
answer to the question, “Who am I?” At the top of this sheet, the instruction was 
presented as follows: 
In the ten blanks below please make twenty different statements in response to 
the simple question (addressed to yourself), “Who am I?” Answer as if you are giving 
the answers to yourself, not to somebody else. Write your answers in the order they 
occur to you. Don’t worry about logic or “importance”.  
Statements were coded, by the researcher, as either independent or interdependent. 
Statements were coded as independent if they described a personal attribute (i.e., trait, 
ability, physical descriptor, attitude) or hobby, preference or aspiration and did not 
mention other people. Responses were coded as interdependent if they made mention of a 
role in a relationship (e.g. “I am a daughter.”) or social group (e.g. “I am a university 
student.”) or involved statements about interdependence, friendship, responsiveness to 
others, or sensitivity to how others perceive them (e.g. “I get embarrassed easily.”) . After 
statements were coded in this manner, I examined the statements of participants who 
were primed with either an independent or interdependent self-construal that were written 
during the priming task. As mentioned, if participants were given a self-construal prime, 
participants were asked to write down up to 10 statements about what makes him or her 
similar (interdependent prime) or different (independent prime) from his or her family 
and friends. Statements were recoded if they reoccurred in the adapted version of the 
Twenty Statements Test. In some cases, statements that were initially coded as 
independent were recoded as interdependent and vice versa. For example, if I had initially 
coded the statement, “I have a sense of humour” as independent based on the initial 
coding scheme but had found that the participant had been primed with an interdependent 
self-construal and had written the statement: “My family and I have a sense of humour,” 
during the priming task, the statement was coded as interdependent because the 
participant appeared to be stating an attribute that made him or her similar to his or her 
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family. This procedure was not used for participants who did not receive a prime as these 
participants were not asked to write statements prior to the interaction with the 
confederate.  
Although there is literature questioning the convergent validity of the TST and a 
widely used self-construal self-report scale developed by Singelis (1994) (e.g. Grace & 
Cramer, 2003), this measure has been used as an effective manipulation check for the 
priming of self-construal for several studies (see Oyserman & Lee, 2008).  
In the current study, the mean number of independent statements across 
participants was 5.98 (SD = 2.0). The mean number of interdependent statements across 
participants was 3.99 (SD = 2.1). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with prime 
as a treatment between-subjects factor was conducted on the number of independent 
statements on the TST. There was a significant difference among conditions [F(1, 80) = 
4.87, p = .01)]. Bonferroni post-hoc comparisons indicated that there was a significant 
difference in the number of independent statements on the TST between the independent-
prime condition (M = 6.68, SE = .38) and the interdependent-prime condition (M = 5.14, 
SE = .35), [t(52) = 2.96, p = .01]. As expected, a significantly greater number of 
independent statements were written among participants in the independent-prime 
condition compared to the interdependent condition. However, the number of 
independent statements did not differ between participants in the no prime condition (M = 
6.21, SE = .35) and participants in the independent condition, t(52) = .90, n.s. Similarly, 
the number of independent statements did not differ between the no-prime condition and 
interdependent condition participants [t(56) = 2.06, n.s.]. Although the number of 
independent statements in the no prime condition did not significantly differ from the 
independent-prime condition and interdependent-prime condition, the pattern was as 
expected. The raw mean number of independent statements was higher in the 
independent-prime condition compared to the no-prime condition. The number of 
interdependent statements also differed among prime conditions [F(1, 80) = 5.31, p = 
.01)]. As expected, a significantly greater number of interdependent statements were 
written among participants in the interdependent-prime condition (M = 4.88, SE = .36) 
compared to the independent-prime condition (M = 3.20, SE = .39), t(52) = 3.61, p = .01. 
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However, the number of interdependent statements did not differ between the no-prime 
condition [M = 3.79, SE = .37, t(56) = 2.09, n.s.] and the interdependent-prime condition 
or between the no-prime condition and the independent-prime condition [t(52) = 1.11, 
n.s.]. 
Actor Mood. To determine whether actor mood was effectively manipulated and 
perceived accurately by participants, independent samples t-tests comparing ratings of 
actor mood in the neutral actor mood condition and negative actor mood condition were 
conducted. A visual analogue scale (VAS) was used where participants indicated the 
overall general mood of his or her partner by placing a vertical mark on a 100-mm long 
line. Because this manipulation check measure was implemented partway through the 
study, only 66 participants of the 83 participants who participated in the study were given 
this measure. The possible scores on the VAS actor mood scale ranged from 0 to 100 with 
100 indicating a more positive actor mood. The mean score for perceived partner mood 
on the VAS across all participants was 49.62 (SD = 22.13). An independent samples t-test 
indicated that individuals in the neutral actor condition (M = 59.23, SD = 20.74) reported 
a significantly more positive actor mood compared to the negative actor condition (M = 
38.77, SD = 18.56), t(64) = 4.20, p < .001. 
 Participants were also asked to make ratings of both the actor’s positive mood 
and negative mood on both the PANAS and adapted SPANE measure. An independent 
samples t-test on actor positive mood scores (POSPAN) indicated that individuals in the 
neutral actor mood condition (M = 23.62, SD = 7.46) perceived the actor to display a 
more positive mood compared to the negative actor mood condition (M = 18.74, SD = 
7.27), t(81) = -3.01, p = .004. Similarly, individuals in the neutral actor mood condition 
(M = 16.93, SD = 4.39) perceived the actor to display a more positive mood compared to 
individuals in the negative actor mood condition (M = 13.32, SD = 5.90) on POSSPN 
scores, t(81) = 3.12, p = .003. 
As expected, individuals in the negative actor mood (M = 11.61, SD = 5.07) rated 
the actor as more negative on NEGSPN scores compared to individuals in the neutral 
actor mood condition (M = 8.56, SD = 3.58), t(81) = -3.11, p = .003. However, NEGPAN 
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scores of actor mood did not differ significantly between participants in the neutral actor 
mood condition (M = 13.53, SD = 5.12) and the negative actor mood condition (M = 
15.32, SD = 5.20), t(81) = -1.57, p = .121. Thus, it is possible that the negative actor 
mood manipulation was not induced as strongly as would have been desired. It is also 
possible that this result is related to limitations associated with the PANAS measure. As 
mentioned, the PANAS contains items that reflect feelings associated with high arousal 
(Diener, 2009). This limitation is relevant in the context of this study as the purpose of 
the mood manipulation was not for the actor in the negative mood condition to exhibit 
high arousal negative feelings when enacting negative mood but for the actor to exhibit a 
general negative mood state that is likely to be encountered more frequently in everyday 
life. However, given that the manipulation check of actor mood NEGPAN scores was 
unsuccessful, analyses involving NEGPAN scores should be treated with caution.   
Subsidiary Analyses for the Effects of Confounding Variables 
Duration of Bridge Building Portion. To get a sense of whether participants 
received an equivalent “dose” of the confederate among the treatment conditions, a two-
way (actor mood condition × prime condition) ANOVA was conducted on the duration of 
the interaction between the participant and confederate (in seconds). It was found that the 
duration of the interaction was longer for participants in the neutral actor mood condition 
(M = 947.88, SE = 40.59) compared to participants in the negative actor mood condition 
(M = 707.70, SE = 43.69), F(1, 77)= 16.22, p < .001. It is important to note that the 
difference in the duration of the interaction between the neutral actor mood and negative 
actor mood conditions is a limitation of the study. A shorter interaction with an actor who 
was negative may have resulted in a manipulation of negative actor condition that was 
weaker than desired. It is also possible that the negative mood of the actor may have 
influenced the duration of the interaction. That is, perhaps working with a negative team 
member may have influence participants by causing them to rush the task or limit 
conversation with the actor. Unfortunately, whether these factors influenced this finding 
is unknown as these variables were not measured. However, given that scores for 
negative actor mood on the SPANE measure did differ by actor mood condition in the 
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predicted direction, it is likely that the duration of the interaction was influenced by 
negative actor mood.  
Contribution to the Task. Participants were asked to rate their perception of the 
extent to which they contributed to the task and their perception of the extent to which 
their partner contributed to the task. Participants answered questions about how much 
they contributed to the task by circling one of the possible responses: extreme amount, 
substantial amount, moderate amount, very little or nothing. Participants were also asked 
to rate their partner in the same manner. Higher scores reflected greater contribution to 
the task.  A two-way ANOVA was conducted on contribution ratings to determine if the 
participant perceived the confederate to be contributing differentially across treatment 
conditions. It was found that individuals rated their partner as contributing more to the 
task in the neutral actor condition (M = 4.67, SE = .23) compared to the negative actor 
condition (M = 3.99, SE = .25), F(1, 77) = 4.07, p = .047. Thus, it is possible that the 
enactment of a negative mood may have been associated with the perception that the 
actor was exerting less effort on the task. A two-way ANOVA on participants’ ratings of 
their own contribution demonstrated no significant differences between actor mood 
conditions, among self-construal prime conditions or among actor mood conditions 
crossed at each level of the prime condition (all ps > .05). 
Leadership ratings. Previous research has demonstrated that one’s power status 
may influence emotional contagion in that individuals may be more likely to ‘catch’ the 
mood from an individual they perceive to have a greater power status (Gibson & 
Shroeder, 2002). In order to test whether participants perceived either themselves or the 
confederate as having greater power, participants were asked to respond to items 
indicating how much leadership they demonstrated and how much leadership was 
exhibited by their partner. No significant differences were found across treatment 
conditions on participants’ ratings of their own leadership or ratings of the actor’s 
displays of leadership (ps > .05). 
Test for Baseline Differences in Treatment Groups  
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In order to determine the success of random assignment to experimental groups, 
the effects of actor mood and prime were analyzed on scores of Time 1 mood (both on the 
PANAS and SPANE measures). Tests for baseline differences were also conducted on 
stable independence, stable interdependence, self-monitoring and susceptibility to 
emotional contagion to determine if there were chance differences among treatment 
groups. In order to control for Type 1 error, a multivariate analysis of variance was 
employed. Pillai’s trace was not significant for the effect of prime, actor mood or the 
interaction of prime and actor mood for each of the variables (ps > .05), indicating that 
there were no significant differences in baseline mood scores, stable interdependence, 
self-monitoring and susceptibility to emotional contagion among treatment groups. 
Descriptive Statistics  
The means, standard deviations, and Cronbach’s alphas of each mood scale, administered 
before and after the interaction with the confederate, are presented in Table 1. Four scale 
scores representing mood were produced: positive mood scores on the PANAS 
Table 1 
Means, standard deviations and Cronbach’s alphas for mood scale scores 
Mean (SD) 
Variable Time 1 (Baseline) Time 2 (Post-experimental) 
Positive Mood 
(PANAS) 
27.78 
(7.49)  
α = .87 
 
29.26 
(8.89) 
α = .91 
Positive Mood 
(SPANE) 
19.80 
(3.92) 
α = .85 
 
20.11 
(4.85) 
α = .91 
Negative Mood 
(PANAS) 
15.00 
(4.91) 
α = .75 
 
13.15 
(3.89) 
α = .78 
 
Negative Mood 
(SPANE) 
9.77 
(3.85)       
α = .79                                                                                    
8.28 
(3.20) 
α = .82 
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(POSPAN), negative mood scores on the PANAS (NEGPAN), positive mood scores on 
the SPANE (POSSPN), and negative mood scores on the SPANE (NEGSPN). Of interest 
is the fact that positive mood scores (POSPAN and POSSPN) appeared to have increased 
from T1 to T2 whereas negative mood scores (NEGPAN and NEGSPN) appeared to have 
decreased. Paired t-tests were conducted on T1 and T2 scores on each mood scale to 
determine whether the differences between scores at T1 and T2 were significant. The t-
tests indicated that there were significant changes in POSSPN, NEGSPN and NEGPAN 
from T1 to T2 (p < .05). However, T1 POSPAN scores did not differ significantly from 
POSPAN T2 scores (p > .05).  
The means and standard deviations of residualized change scores of mood and 
stable personality variables investigated in the study are displayed in Table 2. As 
expected, the sample means for self-monitoring and susceptibility to emotional contagion 
were in the mid-range of possible average scale scores. Similar sample means on the 
independence and interdependence scales (Kim & Leung, 1997) have been demonstrated 
in previous research (Kim et al., 2009).  
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Zero-order correlations of the variables involved in the study are displayed in 
Table 3. Note that change in mood was operationalized using residualized change scores 
(Manning & Dubois, 1962). Residual change scores are calculated by subtracting the 
observed post-test score from its predicted score based on the linear regression of the 
post-test score on the pre-test score. Residualized change scores were computed using a 
simple linear regression model in which T2 scores on a mood scale are predicted by T1 
scores. The unstandardized residuals for each mood scale (POSPAN, POSSPN, 
NEGPAN, NEGSPN) were saved from the models. Note that a positive residualized 
change score reflects an increase in scores above what would be expected given the 
baseline score. Negative residualized change scores indicate a decrease below what 
would be expected. A score of 0 indicates no change in scores.  
As expected, residualized change in negative mood on the PANAS was 
significantly and positively related to change in negative mood on the SPANE. Similarly, 
change in positive mood on the PANAS was positively related to changes in positive 
Table 2 
Means and standard deviations for residual change scores and stable personality 
variables  
Variable Mean (SD)         Range 
Overall Residual Change 
in NEGSPN Scores 
.00 
2.48 
-.5.02 - 8.70 
Overall Residual Change 
in POSSPN Scores 
.00 
3.94 
-12.53 - 7.30 
Overall Residual Change 
in NEGPAN Scores 
.00 
2.81 
-10.36 – 2.81 
Overall Residual Change 
in POSPAN Scores 
.00 
6.48 
-17.44 – 14.50 
Stable Independence 5.74 
(.62) 
 
4.21 - 7.00 
Stable Interdependence 4.75 
(.89) 
 
2.25 - 6.33 
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Susceptibility to 
Emotional Contagion 
3.22 
(.65) 
 
1.75 - 4.42 
Self-monitoring .59 
(.16) 
.17 - .89 
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Table 3 
Zero-order correlations for study variables 
Variable 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 
1. T1 POSSPN 
                
2. T2 POSSPN .58***               
3. T1 POSPAN .57*** .53***               
4. T2 POSPAN .45*** .81*** .69***              
5. T1 NEGSPN 
-.60*** -.34*** -.15 -.19             
6. T2 NEGSPN 
-.40*** -.49*** -.12 -.40*** .63***            
7. T1 NEGPAN 
-.30** .07 .18 .17 .66*** .50***           
8. T2 NEGPAN 
-.22* -.13 .09 -.10 .55*** .71*** .69***          
9. Change in   
    POSSPN 
.00 .81*** .25* .67*** .01 -.31*** .30*** .00         
10. Change in   
      POSPAN 
.09 .61*** .00 .73*** -.12 -.44*** .07 -.23* .69***        
11. Change in   
      NEGSPN 
-.03 -.35*** -.04 -.37*** .00 .78*** .11 .46*** -.41*** -.46***       
12. Change in  
      NEGPAN 
-.02 -.24* -.04 -.31*** .13 .50*** .00 .72*** -.28** -.38*** .54***      
13. sIND .14 .18 .10 .13 -.11 -.13 -.10 -.22* .12 .08 -.08 -.21     
14. sINTER .19 .17 .02 .15 -.11 .00 -.05 -.01 .07 .18 .09 .03 -.06    
15. SM 
-.11 -.01 .11 .04 .20 .23* .26* .16 .07 -.05 .14 -.03 .28** -.03   
16. SEC .26* .27** .15 .27** -.15 -.15 -.04 -.13 .14 .23* -.07 -.15 -.05 .63*** .11  
***p <.001,**p <.01,*p <.05. Note: Residualized change scores were used to operationalize change in mood scores. sIND = stable 
independence. sINTER = stable interdependence. SM = self-monitoring. SEC = susceptibility to emotional contagion. Ns range from 
to 68 to 83. 
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mood on the SPANE. Change in negative mood on both the PANAS and SPANE was 
negatively related to change in positive mood on both the PANAS and adapted SPANE 
measures. Likewise, change in positive mood on one measure was negatively related to 
changes in negative mood on both measures (PANAS and SPANE). Furthermore, change 
in positive mood on the PANAS was positively related to susceptibility to emotional 
contagion. Stable interdependence was also found to be positively related to susceptibility 
to emotional contagion. 
It is worth mentioning that statistical procedures for measuring differences in 
change have been the subject of much controversy (e.g., Cronbach & Furby, 1970; Linn 
& Slinde, 1977). Among the popular approaches for testing differences in change are the 
use of simple difference scores, residualized change scores, analysis of covariance 
(ANCOVA) and growth curve modeling (Willett, Ayoub & Robinson, 1991). Growth 
curve modeling involves estimating the rate of change in the level of a variable of interest 
as a linear function of time (Linn, 1981). This procedure requires three waves of data and 
is thus, unsuitable for the two-wave data set of the current study. Simple difference scores 
are computed by calculating the difference between measurements that have been 
obtained at two points in time. Although the operationalization of using simple difference 
scores to depict change in a construct is conceptually accurate, simple difference scores 
have been found to be associated with a host of problems. For example, simple difference 
scores have been found to be low in reliability (e.g., Allen & Yen, 1979; Embretson, 
1995; Lord, 1963; Willett, 1997) and susceptible to regression toward the mean as simple 
difference scores are susceptible to measurement error and are affected by differences in 
pre-test scores (e.g., Cronbach & Furby, 1970; Hummel-Rossi & Weinberg, 1975). The 
use of residualized change scores is oft-cited as a preferred alternative to simple 
difference scores given the ability to account for baseline scores (Willett, 1997). 
However, the procedure of using residualized change scores is not without its limitations. 
For example, residual change scores have been suggested to be unreliable (e.g., Cronbach 
& Furby, 1970; Willett, 1988). Nonetheless, past research has demonstrated findings in 
which residual change scores have been linked to variables predicted by theory (e.g. 
Lodi-Smith, Geise & Roberts, 2009), providing some evidence for the usefulness of 
residual change scores. Furthermore, residualized change scores have been found to 
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demonstrate similar results with growth curve modeling which is considered a superior 
statistical technique of measuring change (e.g., Roberts & Chapman, 2000). Thus, 
residualized change scores were used as an alternative to simple difference scores as the 
procedure allows for the variability among residuals to be partialed from the baseline 
mood scores and therefore, presents an advantage over simple difference scores. Another 
widely used approach, the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) procedure for testing 
differences in change, involves comparing post-test scores among treatment conditions 
while statistically controlling for pre-test scores as a covariate. Cronbach (1992) has 
recommended the use of the ANCOVA procedure for experiments in which participants 
have been randomized on the independent variable and this perspective is shared by 
others (e.g., Jamieson, 2009; Miller & Chapman, 2001). However, for naturally occurring 
groups, using an ANCOVA may lead to biased conclusions when baseline differences do 
not occur at random (Jamieson, 2009). Furthermore, Lord (1967) demonstrated that 
conflicting results may be yielded when analyzing change using change scores compared 
to when an ANCOVA is employed. This conundrum is widely known as “Lord’s 
Paradox.” 
 Given that the ANCOVA and residualized change score approaches both have 
limitations and the results yielded may depend on the method employed, analyses were 
conducted using both methods. Very similar results were found in the analyses of 
residualized change scores and in analyses using the ANCOVA approach on Time 2 
scores using Time 1 scores as a covariate. I have chosen to report the results of the 
analyses conducted on residualized change scores as these analyses provided an 
appropriate method to test the proposed hypotheses regarding group differences on 
average changes in moods. 
Situational Self-Construal Prime × Actor Mood on Change in Mood  
 I predicted that participants primed with an interdependent self-construal would 
be more likely to experience negative mood contagion compared to participants primed 
with an independent self-construal or given no prime. Hypothesis 1a stated that 
participants primed with an interdependent self-construal would experience an increase in 
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negative mood in the negative actor condition and that participants primed with an 
interdependent self-construal in the neutral condition would experience no change in 
negative mood. It was found that participants primed with an interdependent self-
construal experienced an increase in negative mood on NEGSPN scores but not on 
NEGPAN scores in the negative actor condition. Among participants primed with an 
interdependent construal, the mean residual NEGSPN change score was .21 (SD = 3.50) 
indicating an increase in negative mood greater than expected. On the other hand, the 
mean residual NEGPAN change score was -.34 (SD = 3.49), indicating a decrease in 
negative mood. Although the mean residual NEGSPN change score was .59 (SD = 3.49) 
among primed with an interdependent self-construal in the negative actor condition, the 
mean NEGPAN change score (M = -.41, SD = 1.64) indicated a decrease in negative 
mood in the negative actor condition. Thus, Hypothesis 1a was not well supported.  
Hypothesis 1b stated that among participants in the negative actor condition, 
participants primed with an interdependent self-construal would report a greater increase 
in negative mood compared to participants primed with an independent self-construal or 
given no prime. To test this hypothesis, a two-way (actor mood × prime) ANOVA on 
residualized change scores was conducted. The interaction between actor mood and prime 
on residualized change scores was not significant (all ps > .10) for NEGPAN [F(2, 77) = 
1.04 , n.s.)], NEGSPN [F(2, 77) =.39, n.s.)], POSPAN [F(2, 77) = .29, n.s.)], and 
POSSPN [F(2, 77) = 1.08, n.s.)]. This result failed to support Hypothesis 1b as primed 
self-construal did not appear to influence the extent to which individuals experienced a 
change in negative mood. In the analysis of POSPAN residualized change scores, there 
was a significant main effect of actor mood condition [t(81) = 2.23, p < .05]. The change 
in positive mood differed significantly between participants (M = .22, SD = .94) in the 
neutral mood condition and participants in the negative mood condition (M = -.26). The 
mean value of change was positive for participants in the neutral condition indicating that 
positive mood generally increased in the neutral actor condition whereas the mean value 
of change was negative for participants in the negative actor condition, indicating that 
positive mood decreased in the negative actor condition. Paired samples t-tests indicated 
that individuals in the neutral actor condition experienced a significant increase in 
positive mood (POSPAN) scores [M = -2.90, SD = 6.49 , t(44) = -2.99, p = .005 ] whereas 
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individuals in the negative actor mood condition did not experience a significant decrease 
in positive mood (POSPAN) scores [M = .18, SD = 6.48, t(44) = .175, n.s.].  
Stable Independence × Actor Mood on Change in Negative Mood 
Hypothesis 2a stated that in the no prime condition, individuals with lower stable 
independence would be more likely to experience negative emotional contagion than 
individuals with higher stable independence. Because the earlier analysis indicated that 
priming condition did not influence participants’ changes in mood, the interaction of 
stable independence and actor mood was investigated across all prime conditions.  
Hypothesis 2a would be supported if individuals low on stable independence 
experienced a greater increase in negative mood in the negative actor condition compared 
to individuals high on stable independence in the negative actor condition. Hypothesis 2b 
stated that in the no prime condition, low independents in the negative actor mood 
condition would experience an increase in negative mood whereas low independents in 
the neutral actor mood condition would not experience a change in negative mood. 
Change in NEGSPN. To test these hypotheses, an analysis using hierarchical 
multiple regression was conducted to investigate the stable independence × actor mood 
interaction on change in negative mood using residualized change scores as the dependent 
variable. In the regression analysis predicting change in negative mood (NEGSPN), actor 
mood condition and stable independence were entered in Block 1. The interaction term 
(actor mood × stable independence) was entered in Block 2. Table 4 provides a summary 
of this analysis. The interaction was significant, ∆R2 = .12, F(1, 75) = 10.32, p < .01. 
Figure 1 depicts the plot illustrating the actor mood × stable independence interaction on 
NEGSPN change scores. The figure was constructed by plotting residualized change 
scores as a function of stable independence scores at 1 SD below the mean (low 
independence) and at 1 SD above the mean (high independence) and actor mood 
condition (coded as 0 for neutral and 1 for negative).  
A simple slopes analysis (Pearson, Curran, and Bauer, 2006) was conducted on 
NEGSPN residualized change scores to investigate the nature of the interaction and to test 
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Table 4 
Hierarchical regression analyses for actor mood, stable independence and actor mood × 
stable independence interaction on change in NEGSPN 
 Note. N = 79. Actor mood condition was treated as a binary moderator and coded as 0 for 
the neutral mood condition and 1 for the negative mood condition. Overall R2 indicates 
the total variance predicted given all variables in the equation. ∆R2 signifies change in R2 
value as due to inclusion of the multiplicative term. Adjusted R2s are stated in 
parentheses. *p < .01. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                Change in Negative Mood  (NEGSPN) 
Block Predictor B Block 1  B Block 2 Overall 
R2 
∆R2 
1. 
 
2. 
Stable Independence 
Actor Mood Condition 
Actor Mood × Stable 
Independence 
-.21 
.35 
-1.11* 
.34 
1.75* 
 
.01 (-.02) 
 
.13 (.10)* 
.12* 
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Figure 1. The interaction between actor mood condition and stable independence 
predicting change in negative mood (NEGSPN). Regression lines represent changes in 
negative mood among participants in the negative and neutral actor conditions at different 
levels of stable independence. 
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hypothesis 2a. In the simple slopes analyses conducted, stable independence values were 
calculated at plus (high) or minus (low) one standard deviation of the mean. Individuals 
who were one standard deviation above are identified as high independents and 
individuals who scored one standard deviation below the mean are identified as low 
independents. A simple slope analysis conducted among participants in the negative actor  
condition showed that NEGSPN mood change did not differ across high and low levels of 
independence [B = .62, t(75) = 1.64, n.s.]. Thus, hypothesis 2a was not supported. Simple 
slopes analysis conducted on NEGSPN change scores. In the neutral actor mood 
condition, NEGSPN change significantly differed between those who reported high levels 
of independence and those who reported low levels of independence compared to high 
independence participants [B = -1.12, t(75) = -2.84, p <.001]. High independents in the 
neutral mood condition reported decreases in negative mood whereas low independents in 
the neutral mood condition reported increases in negative mood.  
To test hypothesis 2b, simple slopes analyses were conducted to assess the effect 
of actor mood condition on NEGSPN residualized change scores at each level of 
independence. Figure 2 depicts a plot of the interaction with regression lines predicting 
change in mood among low independents (i.e., those who scored 1SD below the mean) 
and high independents (i.e., participants who scored 1 SD above the mean) in the neutral 
actor and negative actor conditions. NEGSPN change scores were found to marginally 
differ between the negative actor condition and neutral actor condition among low 
independence individuals, B = .42, t(75)  = 2.72, p < .10. However, the pattern contrasted 
with what was predicted. There was a trend for low independents to report increases in 
negative mood in the neutral mood condition and report decreases in negative mood in 
the neutral mood condition. In the simple slopes analysis of NEGSPN change within high 
independence, negative mood change was found to differ in the neutral and negative actor 
conditions, B = .42, t(75) = 2.72, p < .01. It appears that high independents reported a 
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greater increase than expected in negative mood in the negative mood condition and a 
greater decrease in negative mood than expected in the neutral mood condition. 
Change in NEGPAN. The stable independence × actor mood interaction on 
change in negative mood was also investigated using NEGPAN residualized change 
 
Figure 2. The interaction between actor mood condition and stable independence 
predicting change in negative mood (NEGSPN). Regression lines represent change in 
mood at high and low independence. 
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Table 5  
Hierarchical regression analyses for actor mood, stable independence and actor mood × 
stable independence interaction on change in NEGPAN 
 
Note. N = 79. Actor mood condition was treated as a binary moderator and coded as 0 for 
the neutral mood condition and 1 for the negative mood condition. Overall R2 indicates 
the total variance predicted given all variables in the equation. ∆R2 signifies change in R2 
value as due to inclusion of the multiplicative term. Adjusted R2s are stated in 
parentheses. †p < .10, *p < .05. 
 
 
 
                                Change in Negative Mood  (NEGPAN) 
Block Predictor B Block 1  B Block 2 Overall 
R2 
∆R2 
1. 
 
2. 
Stable Independence 
Actor Mood Condition 
Actor Mood × Stable 
Independence 
-.60 
-.28 
-1.18* 
.28 
1.13† 
.05 (.02) 
 
.08 (.05)† 
.04† 
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scores. In the regression analysis predicting change in negative mood (NEGPAN), actor 
mood condition and stable independence were entered in Block 1. The interaction term 
(actor mood × stable independence) was entered in Block 2 (see Table 5). The interaction 
was marginally significant, B = 1.13, ∆R2 = .04, F(1, 75) = 3.12, p < .10. The nature of the 
interaction was further explored. Figure 3 depicts the plot illustrating the actor mood × 
stable independence interaction. Residualized change scores for NEGPAN as a function 
of stable independence scores were plotted at 1 SD below the mean (low independence) 
and at 1 SD above the mean (high independence) and actor mood condition (coded as 0 
for neutral and 1 for negative). Similar to the results on NEGSPN scores, simple slopes 
analysis showed that within the negative actor condition, change in NEGPAN did not 
significantly differ across high and low independence [B = -.06, t(75) = -.13, n.s.]. Within 
the neutral actor mood condition, on the other hand, there was a significant difference 
between those who scored low and those who scored high on independence [(B = -1.18, 
t(75) = 2.58, p <.05)]. It appeared that high independents in the neutral mood condition 
reported a greater decrease in negative mood than expected whereas low independents in 
the neutral mood condition reported a greater increase than expected. The effect of actor 
mood condition on NEGPAN residualized change scores was analyzed at the different 
levels of independence to determine if there was a significant difference in change in 
negative mood in the neutral and negative actor conditions. NEGPAN change scores were 
not found to significantly differ between the negative actor condition and neutral actor 
condition for individuals who scored high on independence, B = .24, t(75) = 1.56, n.s. 
Similarly, for individuals who scored low on independence, there was no difference in the 
neutral and negative conditions on NEGPAN change scores was not significant [(B = -
.15, t = -.94, n.s.)].  
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